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Abstract: In this study, we used Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) aerosol
products acquired from 2006 to 2016 to identify global long-range aerosol transport pathways,
including the trans-Atlantic, the trans-Pacific, and the trans-Arabian Sea pathways. Deep analyses
were subsequently conducted focusing on two significant paths within the range of the trans-Pacific
transport pathway, from which we generated a three-stage conceptual model mainly identifying
aerosols from the Taklimakan Desert and aerosols from the North China Plain. The results show
that in the first stage of the model, the dust or polluted-dust aerosols were emitted, raised, and
mixed within the planetary boundary layer (PBL), characterized by high percentages (>70%) of
aerosols in the PBL (AODPBL), while in the second stage, some aerosols were further raised into
the free troposphere where the AODPBL percentages decreased to less than 40%, driven by vertical
movements and turbulences; in the last stage, the aerosols gradually settled back to the surface layer
due to gravity and wet deposition, inferred by increasing AODPBL percentages. We demonstrated
that the proposed model is capable of characterizing different aerosol types and climate conditions
on spatiotemporal scales, providing a straightforward and evident approach to exploring long-range
aerosol transport pathways.

Keywords: CALIOP; aerosols; three-stage model; long-range transport

1. Introduction

Atmospheric aerosols have important influences on human health, air quality, and
climate change, mainly from natural and anthropogenic sources [1–3]. Natural sources
include dust, sea salt, oceanic dimethyl sulfide (DMS), volcanoes, and secondary organic
aerosols (SOAs) from volatile organic compounds (VOCs) [4–6]. Anthropogenic emissions
are closely associated with industrialization and agricultural production [7] and signifi-
cantly impact human health [2,8,9]. Most aerosols have short lifetimes (about a week) and
have limited transport distances. Some aerosols, such as dust and persistent pollutants,
that have longer lifetimes (probably a few weeks) make long-distance aerosol transport
possible [10,11].
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On the global scale, three long-range aerosol transport pathways have been widely
explored and discussed, namely trans-Atlantic transport, trans-Pacific transport, and trans-
Arabian transport [12–16]. These three pathways drive local aerosol emissions to have
global influences. For example, the westward transport of Sahara Desert dust can reach
the Atlantic Ocean and even Central America [17–19]. Dust emissions and transport in
the Arabian Peninsula are vital to the climate of the Arabian Peninsula and the Arabian
Sea [20]. Dust from the Taklimakan and Gobi deserts potentially influences Northern China,
Mongolia, the Korean Peninsula, Japan, the northeastern Pacific Ocean, and the western
coast of North America through activation and transport [11]. Among all these pathways,
the trans-Pacific transport pathways are some of the most complicated due to their dis-
tinct sources, large spatial impacts, and dense populations along the pathways [21–23].
Therefore, we selected the trans-Pacific pathways for deep aerosol long-distance transport
analysis in this study.

In East Asia, aerosol sources have enormous diversity and wide spatial distribution,
mainly including dust emissions from the Taklimakan Desert and the Gobi Desert, pollutant
emissions in Eastern China, and other large Asian cities [24–26]. Due to aerosol transport,
these emissions would not just influence local or regional air quality but also have impacts
in a much larger area [14]. Moreover, some transcontinental dust and pollutant aerosols
have been found from East Asia to the western part of North America [27]. Compared
with the trans-Atlantic and trans-Arabian Sea dust transport pathways, a mixture of
dust and pollutants is the primary characteristic of trans-Pacific aerosol transport. They
also have more profound impacts considering the large population density in this area.
Therefore, studying and comparing the characteristics of dust and pollutant transport
would be worthwhile. Previous works have seldom focused on multiple-source observation
data [28,29].

In previous studies, atmospheric models were the primary approach for long-distance
aerosol transport analyses. Models like the Weather Research and Forecasting coupled with
the Community Multiscale Air Quality (WRF/CMAQ) model, the Weather Research and
Forecasting model with chemistry (WRF-Chem) [30–32], the Spectral Radiation-Transport
Model for Aerosol Species (SPRINTARS) [26,33,34], and the Goddard Chemistry Aerosol
Radiation and Transport (GOCART) model were widely used in aerosol regional and long-
distance transport analyses. However, model computation is time-consuming, especially
as the simulation areas are usually large in these studies. Meanwhile, satellite observations
provide direct descriptions for studying the vertical structure of aerosols and the charac-
teristics of aerosol transport [25,35,36]. For example, trans-Pacific aerosol transport has
been analyzed using CALIOP aerosol profile datasets [27]. The global trends in layered
aerosol properties from CALIOP level-2 (L2) datasets were systematically analyzed using
the PBLH values as vertical thresholds [35]. However, systematic and comprehensive
analyses of the long-distance aerosol transport characteristics from direct 3-dimensional
(3D) aerosol observations are rare [37]. In particular, discussions from the perspective of
aerosol distributions within/out PBL along long-range transport pathways are subject to
ongoing research.

This paper used CALIOP aerosol profiles to calculate layered data within the PBL
and in the free troposphere. Globally, the characteristics of long-distance aerosol transport
were determined from the layered aerosol data. Furthermore, using multiple datasets,
a three-stage conceptual model was proposed and assessed with long-range transport
pathways of Taklimakan Desert dust and North China Plain pollutants.

This paper is organized as follows. The experimental data sources and preprocessing
methods are given in Section 2. The global long-range aerosol transport characteristics are
presented in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 provides the conclusions and discussions.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. CALIOP L3 Aerosol Observation Dataset

CALIOP, a nadir-view, two-wavelength (532 and 1064 nm), polarization-sensitive (at
532 nm) lidar instrument, is mounted on a sun-synchronous satellite, the Cloud-Aerosol
Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO). The CALIOP L3 aerosol
profile product of version 3.00 is used, which is aggregated from quality-assured daily
L2 aerosol profiles at 532 nm. The CALIOP L3 dataset has global coverage (85◦S to 85◦N,
180◦W to 180◦E). Its horizontal resolution is 2◦ (latitude) × 5◦ (longitude), and the vertical
resolution is 60 m, with an upper altitude limit of 12 km [38]. The CALIOP L3 data contain
products under four atmosphere conditions, which are all-sky, cloud-free, cloudy-sky
transparent, and cloudy-sky opaque. This study used the cloud-free product from June 2006
(initial observation time) to November 2016 for analysis. The CALIOP total-atmosphere
AOD (AODTA) is calculated by integrating the vertical aerosol extinction profile,

AOD = ∑(Exci × ∆hi), (1)

where Exci is the extinction coefficient of the ith layer, and ∆hi is the corresponding height
difference. The AOD values in the PBL (AODPBL) and the free troposphere (AODFTL) are
calculated using the same method. Furthermore, the ratios of the AODPBL values (denoted
as R_AODPBL) can be calculated as in the equation below,

R_AODPBL =
AODPBL
AODTA

. (2)

At the same time, the ratios of the AODFTL values (denoted as R_AODFTL) can also be
calculated. This study used the daytime CALIOP aerosol profile observations to represent
aerosol vertical structures. In addition, aerosol types were used to understand 3-D aerosol
distributions and emissions better. The CALIOP L3 product contains aerosol extinction
profile data for different aerosol types (dust, smoke, and polluted dust). In particular, dust,
smoke, and polluted-dust products were used to calculate global layered AOD values. Dust
aerosol products were also used to calculate aerosol profiles along aerosol transport path-
ways from the source of the Taklimakan Desert, while polluted-dust aerosol products were
used to calculate aerosol profiles along aerosol transport pathways from the source of the
North China Plain. In this study, AODPBL, AODFTL, and AODTA values and corresponding
ratios for dust and polluted dust were also processed using the same method.

2.2. PBLH Reanalysis Data

In this study, we used the Re-Analysis-Interim (ERA-Interim) reanalysis dataset pro-
vided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) [39]. Specif-
ically, the ERA-Interim PBLH variable divides the bottom well-mixed planetary boundary
layer from the top free troposphere layer. This product is available every three hours at 3:00,
6:00, 9:00, 12:00, 15:00, 18:00, 21:00, and 24:00 in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). As
the CALIPSO satellite crosses the equator at around 13:30 (local time) in the daytime, the
ERA-Interim data closest to the CALIOP L3 aerosol product are used to ensure temporal
consistency. The seasonal mean values of the global PBLH distributions are shown in Figure
S1 in the Supplementary Information (SI). In order to match the horizontal resolution of the
CALIOP L3 product, the ERA-Interim PBLH data were processed to the same horizontal
resolution of 2◦ × 5◦ by calculating the arithmetic mean values of 2◦ × 5◦ grids.
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2.3. Air Mass Forward Trajectories

The Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT-4) version
4 model provided by the Air Resources Laboratory (ARL) of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) was utilized herein to calculate the air mass forward
trajectories [26,40]. Furthermore, this study used 1◦ × 1◦ archived meteorological data
from the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) of the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) as the driving meteorological input data. This study tested five con-
figurations of 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 days for air mass forward trajectory calculation, with
3987 trajectories for each condition from 2006 to 2016. Considering the representativeness
of the air mass forward trajectories for guiding aerosol long-distance transport character-
istics, 11-day air mass forward trajectories starting at 4:00 a.m. (UTC) were calculated to
help better understand the aerosol long-distance transmission pathways [41,42]. With an
adequate consideration of the spatial distribution of aerosols, the air mass forward trajecto-
ries of the Taklimakan Desert and North China Plain were calculated at (41◦N, 88◦E) and
(38.85◦N, 115.49◦E) starting at 100 m AGL, 500 m AGL, and 1000 m AGL (Figure 1, Figures
S2 and S3). A seasonal analysis of trajectory clusters starting at the heights of different
proportions to PBLH was also conducted (Figures S4 and S5). The seasonal variations
were not significant in terms of trajectory length and direction, and also the corresponding
AODPBL along the trajectory clusters. Therefore, an annual analysis was performed in this
study to investigate the long-term patterns of AODPBL distributions in different general
transport paths.
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Figure 1. Eleven-day air mass forward trajectory clusters originating from the North China Plain and
the Taklimakan Desert (starting at 100 m AGL).

The air mass forward trajectories were clustered together based on the wind direction
and speed of the driving meteorological input data. Based on prior knowledge of the
dominant transport regimes in the Taklimakan Desert and the North China Plain, the air
mass forward trajectories were clustered into 3 clusters using a three-dimensional K-means
method and the TrajStat software v1.2.2.6 [43]. After that, each trajectory was regarded
as a string of points (X, Y, Z). The K-means method was performed by calculating and
minimizing the distances among these trajectories using the following equation:
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d12 =

√
∑N

i

(
(X1(i)− X2(i))

2 + (Y1(i)− Y2(i))
2 + (Z1(i)− Z2(i))

2
)

, (3)

where d12 denotes the Euclidean distance between trajectories (X1, Y1, Z1) and (X2, Y2, Z2).
The number N is the number of points along the trajectory, which is 265 in this study. In
the Taklimakan Desert, three representative air mass forward trajectories (CT1, CT2, and
CT3) were used to help understand aerosol transport. The ratios of the air mass forward
trajectories clustered into CT1, CT2, and CT3 were 26.5%, 23.3%, and 50.2% (starting at
100 m AGL), respectively. Similarly, the North China Plain’s representative air mass forward
trajectories were CN1, CN2, and CN3, and the ratios of the air mass forward trajectories
were 26.1%, 58.9%, and 15% (starting at 100 m AGL), respectively. The clustering results
starting at 100, 500, and 1000 m AGL tended to be similar for air masses originating from
the North China Plain and the Taklimakan Desert, and the transport distances increased
with the increased in the starting level. Considering the limited differences in clustering
results, we chose the data starting at 100 m AGL as the main result data. This study also
counted the seasons to which the air mass trajectories of each cluster belonged, and the
statistical results are shown in Tables S1 and S2. Furthermore, aerosol profiles along six
air mass forward trajectory clusters from CALIOP L3 aerosol profiles were used to reflect
the aerosol distribution patterns, since long-range pathways longer than 100 degrees were
explored in this study.

3. Results
3.1. Aerosol Transport Pathway Identification
3.1.1. Generation of Global Distributions of High AOD Values

This study used CALIOP aerosol extinction datasets to help better understand the vertical
aerosol structures. Based on Equation (1), the column-integrated AOD values in the different
layers, i.e., in the PBL, the FTL, and the total atmosphere, were calculated from the raw
CALIOP L3 data using the reanalysis PBLH values as the threshold altitudes. Furthermore,
the ratios of the AODPBL and AODFTL values (denoted as R_AODPBL and R_AODFTL) were
also calculated from the CALIOP L3 aerosol extinction datasets (Figure 2). AODPBL, AODFTL,
AODTA, and the corresponding ratios were extracted along three North China pathways
(CN1, CN2, and CN3) and three Taklimakan pathways (CT1, CT2, and CT3).

In general, high-AODTA regions occurred in Western Africa (WAF), the Arabian Penin-
sula, the Taklimakan Desert, Central Africa, India, and East Asia. However, AODPBL
and AODFTL values exhibited different spatial patterns compared to those of AODTA.
For example, due to intensive biomass burning, AODPBL values were higher in Central
Africa and northern South America [36]. In East Asia, the AODTA values were high in
the Taklimakan Desert and East Asia. The AODFTL values were also high in the North
China Plain and the eastern coast of Asia (Figures S6 and S7). Aerosol transport may have
occurred in these three regions, as reflected by these features. There were also apparent
seasonal variations in the AODPBL values. For example, the AODPBL values were high in
June–July–August (JJA) and September–October–November (SON) in Central Africa
(Figure S8). In India, the AODPBL values were high all year round, especially in
March–April–May (MAM), SON, and December–January–February (DJF).
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Figure 2. Seasonal layered AOD values for all aerosols. The four rows represent the four seasons:
MAM, JJA, SON, and DJF. The three columns are for AODPBL, AODFTL, and AODTA. (a,d,g,j) mean
the AODPBL values in MAM, JJA, SON, and DJF, respectively. (b,e,h,k) mean the AODFTL values in
MAM, JJA, SON, and DJF, respectively. (c,f,i,l) represent the AODTA values in MAM, JJA, SON, and
DJF, respectively.

3.1.2. Identification of Global Aerosol Transport Pathways

Over the land, the R_AODPBL values were ~70%, with seasonal mean R_AODPBL
values of 74.1% (MAM), 71.6% (JJA), 71.6% (SON), and 65.4% (DJF), respectively (Figure S9
and Table S3). The R_AODPBL values were significantly high in the plateau regions,
such as the Rocky Mountains and the Tibetan areas, where the ratios were close to 100%.
Comparatively, over the oceans, the mean R_AODPBL values were 71%, 71.3%, 73.1%, and
76.1% in MAM, JJA, SON, and DJF, respectively (Table S4). The R_AODPBL and R_AODFTL
values can help better understand the transport patterns of aerosols.

It should be noted that the R_AODFTL values were significantly improved in regions
such as the west coast of Central Africa, the west coast of Central America, and the
Pacific Ocean near Northeast Asia. Considering that aerosol emissions in the ocean are
low [4], elevated AODFTL values in these regions should be mainly caused by emissions
in the nearby continental regions [44–46]. In the far oceanic areas, the R_AODFTL values
gradually decreased, indicating that the aerosols settled back into the surface air. Based on
the analysis of the R_AODPBL values, the WAF, the Arabian Peninsula, and East Asia could
be the places where aerosol transport happens intensively and frequently. In addition,
the high R_AODFTL values over Northeast Siberia and Canadian Archipelago and nearest
parts of Arctic Ocean are likely to originate from Asian dust transport [11].

It is reasonable to assume that areas with greater R_AODFTL values could be pathways
of higher possibilities of long-distance aerosol transport (Figure 3) [17,47]. Accordingly,
three regions of the trans-Atlantic, trans-Arabian Sea, and trans-Pacific would be potential
transport pathways. The aerosols in these three long-distance aerosol transport regions
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mainly come from the Sahara Desert, the Arabian Peninsula, and East Asia. Considering
the complex emission sources and significant impacts in East Asia, deep analyses of aerosol
transport processes were further conducted with comprehensive explanatory datasets.
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3.2. Three-Stage Conceptual Model
3.2.1. Polluted Dust Aerosol Transport Pathway

Polluted-dust aerosol profiles along the air mass trajectory clusters CN1, CN2, and
CN3 were used to explore the polluted-dust aerosol transport characteristics from the North
China Plain. Long-range aerosol transport sourced from the North China Plain has trans-
continental influences on aerosol distributions and air qualities along the pathways [12]. In
the source areas of the North China Plain, the seasonal mean AODTA values were 0.396,
0.658, 0.618, and 0.487, respectively, in MAM, JJA, SON, and DJF, which are generally larger
than those in other regions along aerosol transport pathways (Figure S10). Meanwhile, the
R_AODPBL values were also large at 74.4% (MAM), 68.5% (JJA), 79.6% (SON), and 77.2%
(DJF) (Figure 4), indicating strong local emission intensities as discussed previously. Along
the three representative transport pathways of CN1, CN2, and CN3 (shown in Figure 1),
CN2 was the shortest pathway representing regional transport relatively close to source
regions. The aerosols from the North China Plain were brought to areas as far as Southern
Japan. There were ~30% of CN2 air mass trajectories from JJA. The summary of the ratios
of air mass trajectories from SON and DJF was 50.25%, which means over half of the
trajectories were from these two seasons (Table S1). As for the transport characteristics,
along the pathway CN2, most aerosols were concentrated in the PBLH in the source area,
as the R_AODPBL values were almost 70% in this stage. Then, there wsa an apparent
low-level interval with R_AODPBL values at ~120◦E, especially in warm seasons of MAM
and JJA (the lowest value was <20%). As for the reason, it means that in a coastal zone,
aerosols starting in daytime PBL over land are highly likely to be transported further in the
free atmosphere over the nearby sea. Also, the decrease can also be relative to the PBLH
values over the Yellow Sea, which were lower than over land in warm seasons and vice
versa in cold seasons. This means more air layers are involved in AODPBL over the Yellow
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Sea in cold seasons than in warm ones. However, the R_AODFTL values in this interval
were even higher than the R_AODPBL values, while aerosol emissions from the coast zone
were rare [7]. This strongly indicated transport effects within this area. As the pathway
CN2 extended, the R_AODPBL and the AODPBL values exhibited increasing trends, and
the pollutant aerosols settled back to the ground. At the same time, the changes in the
PBLH values influenced by sea–land changes also had an impact on the R_AODPBL and
the AODPBL values.
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The CN1 and CN3 are both long-range across-Pacific pathways, and there were 53.4%
and 52.3% of air mass trajectories of CN1 and CN3 from MAM and JJA, respectively
(Table S1). The CN1 trajectories have long lengths of destination to the Eastern Pacific
Ocean. The CN3 trajectories are even longer from the North China Plain and arriving at
the Northwest United States. In both pathways, AODPBL ratios were mostly >70% in the
first stage (Figure 5). In this stage, the simulated air particle heights were lower than the
PBLH values in the source regions, and the air particle heights gradually rose above PBLH
along with the trajectory (Figure 6). The AODPBL and AODTA values rapidly decreased
as the air masses moved northeast (Figure S10). As the trajectory extended to the east,
the aerosols gradually rose into the FTL by vertical air movements (Figure 6), leading to
decreased R_AODPBL values from the North China Plain to around 140◦E (Figure 4a,c).
The lowest R_AODPBL values along CN1 were located in the northern part of Hokkaido,
while the lowest R_AODPBL values along CN3 were in the southeastern part of South
Korea, with ratios <40% in MAM and JJA. Since the emissions over the sea areas were quite
low, high R_AODFTL values indicated there should be transport pathways in these regions.
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Specifically, the R_AODFTL values could reach 60% in MAM and JJA, while the values were
around 30% in SON and DJF.
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As the air masses moved further east, the aerosols began settling back into the surface
boundary layer. At this stage, approximately 35% of the trajectories for both CN1 and
CN3 were responsible for transporting the aerosols to lower layers (Figure 6b,d). The
R_AODPBL values gradually reached up to around 70% in the areas over the Central and
Eastern Pacific Oceans in both pathways of CN1 and CN3. The deposition would cause
changes in ground-level air quality in remote regions, such as the northwestern part of the
United States [13]. In this stage, seasonal differences in R_AODPBL values were small.

Based on the aforementioned analysis, we propose a conceptual model to describe
a long-range transport pathway, which includes three stages based on layered aerosol
distributions (Figure S11). In the first stage, the local aerosol emissions are first well
mixed within the boundary layer with the improved AODPBL values over the source
areas. Then, in the second stage, the aerosols are further elevated into the free troposphere,
characterized by growing R_AODFTL values. This stage is crucial for a transport pathway
as it determines the scale and areas that aerosols would be brought to. In the last stage,
most dust and pollutant aerosols settle to the surface layer caused by gravity settling and
wet deposition [48], characterized by elevated R_AODPBL values. As discussed before,
the spatial scale of the three stages would be influenced by aerosol particle sizes, air mass
movement speed, and terrain features. For example, the stages would have shorter spatial
distances for larger-particle aerosols than that for finer-particle aerosols (Figures S6 and S7).

3.2.2. Dust Aerosol Transport Pathway

Similarly, duct aerosol profiles along the air mass trajectory clusters CN1, CN2, and
CN3 were used to explore the duct aerosol transport characteristics from the Taklimakan
Desert. Dust aerosol transport from the Taklimakan Desert Plain was also analyzed,
considering its significant impact on air quality over very large areas. In the Taklimakan
Desert Plain, seasonal mean R_AODPBL values were 87.0% (MAM), 95.7% (JJA), 77.5%
(SON), and 55.2% (DJF) (Figure 7), and the R_AODPBL values were higher compared to
those in the North China Plain on the seasonal scale, especially in MAM and JJA. The
seasonal mean AODTA values were highest in MAM (0.573) and lowest in DJF (0.262),
which is consistent with frequent dust storms occurring in East Asia [49,50].

Aerosol transport along CN1 mainly influences local air quality. There was 52.3% of
air mass trajectories from SON and DJF (Table S2). In detail, the CT1 trajectories are short,
indicating its localities for aerosol transport. The R_AODPBL values were almost >75% in
MAM, JJA, and SON (Figure 7a). The aerosols rapidly settled to the surface, as indicated by
the decreasing AODPBL values of CT1 (Figure S12).

The aerosol types in the Taklimakan Desert Plain and the North China Plain were dust-
and pollutant-dominated, respectively, which would influence regional aerosol transport
patterns. Along the long-distance transport pathways of CT2 and CT3, the air masses
passed over East Asia and the Pacific Ocean. In total, 76% of the air mass trajectories of
CT2 were from MAM and SON (38.9% from MAM and 37.1% from SON). At the same
time, the contributions of air mass movement trajectories to CT3 in each season were
relatively uniform (Table S2). The seasonal mean R_AODPBL values were significantly
higher in MAM and JJA than those in SON and DJF, and dust activation in the former
two seasons was frequent. In stage 1, aerosol transport pathways CT2 and CT3 extended
from Northwestern China to Eastern China, whereas the aerosols in CN1 and CN3 were
transported over East Asia. In this stage, the aerosols in CT2 were mostly distributed in
the PBLH, with stable AODPBL ratios of over 75% in MAM, JJA, and SON. While the air
mass advanced along CT2, the air particle heights exhibited a consistent linear increase,
progressively surpassing the PBLH values, as depicted in Figure 8. This upward trend in air
particle heights signifies that the aerosols were being transported into the free troposphere
by the advancing air masses. The R_AODPBL values slowly increased in DJF along CT2 and
CT3. In contrast to that, the AODPBL values along CN1 and CN3 decreased rapidly in stage
1 (Figure S10), and there was a significant second peak in the AODPBL values for CT2 and
CT3 before the R_AODPBL values began to decrease (Figure S12). The second peak may
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be associated with a mixture of local aerosol emissions in Eastern China [43]. Lower peak
values of CT2 than those of CT3 were because the aerosol emissions in the bypassing areas
of CT3 were more severe than those of CT2. The CT2 trajectories passed over Northeastern
China, while CT3 trajectories passed over the North China Plain. When the aerosols moved
from stage 1 to stage 2, there were significant decreases in the R_AODPBL values along CT2
and CT3 (Figure 9).
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In stage 2, the R_AODPBL values maintained stable values. Specifically, the R_AODPBL
values were ~60% in SON and DJF, while the R_AODPBL values decreased to ~50% and
even 20% in MAM and JJA. Thus, the R_AODFTL values of CT3 were significantly higher
than the R_AODFTL values of CN1, CN3, and CT2, and higher ratios of aerosols of CT3
were transported into the free troposphere than those of CN1, CN3, and CT2. Furthermore,
there was a small peak in the AODFTL values for CT2 after the second peak in the AODPBL
values, probably due to rising aerosols into the FTL (Figure S12e,f).

In stage 3, the R_AODPBL values of CT2 gradually became similar along with the air
mass movement on the seasonal scale. At this stage, as the air mass moved downward, the
aerosols were also transported to lower atmospheric layers (Figure 8b). The R_AODPBL
values were >60% over the Eastern Pacific Ocean, which may mean the aerosols were
settled back into the PBL (Figure 9). Compared with CT2, the transport distance of CT3
was shorter. At the end of CT3, the R_AODPBL values were still less than 40% in MAM and
JJA, and more than 60% of the aerosols were in the FTL. Therefore, the aerosols in the FTL
at the end of CT3 continued to be transported farther distances.

4. Conclusions and Discussions

This study used 2006–2016 CALIOP layered aerosol data to explore long-distance
aerosol transport pathways. In particular, three apparent long-distance aerosol transport
pathways were identified on the global scale: the trans-Pacific transport pathway, the
trans-Atlantic transport pathway, and the trans-Arabian Sea transport pathway. Different
from aerosol transport from the Sahara Desert and the Arabian Peninsula, complex aerosols
influence aerosol trans-Pacific transport. To better understand the long-distance aerosol
transport characteristics, we selected two representative aerosol trans-Pacific transport
pathways from the North China Plain and the Taklimakan Desert, and meanwhile, used
layered AOD values within/out of the PBL and specific aerosol profiles along air mass
trajectories to analyze long-distance aerosol transport from East Asia. The results show
that the globally covered CALIOP L3 aerosol product and trajectory analyses on a daily
timescale adequately identified the characteristics of long-distance aerosol transport from
East Asia, eliminating the need for time-consuming model calculations. Additionally, the
trajectory model, such as HYSPLIT, simulating air mass movement trajectories provided
valuable guidance for aerosol long-distance transport pathways.

A three-stage conceptual aerosol transport model was proposed to explore long-
distance aerosol transport characteristics. The aerosols were emitted, raised, and mainly
distributed in the PBLH in the first stage. For polluted-dust aerosols, the R_AODPBL values
were almost >70%. Then, the aerosols were further elevated into the free troposphere, and
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the R_AODPBL values decreased to <40%. In this stage, there was a significant decrease in
the R_AODPBL values at around 120◦–140◦E. Finally, in the third stage, the aerosols settled
back to the ground due to gravity. For dust aerosols, the R_AODPBL values were almost
>75%, meaning that there was a higher ratio of aerosols concentrated in the PBLH compared
with the polluted-dust aerosols in the first stage. In the second stage, the R_AODPBL values
decreased to <50% and even 20%. The decrease was at around 130◦–160◦E. Last, the
R_AODPBL values were >60% over the Eastern Pacific Ocean. This three-stage conceptual
model can be used as a common tool for aerosol long-range transport analysis by describing
the dominant features in an aerosol transport process. The method highlighted the factor
of R_AODPBL as an important indicator in the long-range transport feature.

In terms of future work, quantitative studies will require improved spatial resolutions
in observational and atmospheric data, such as aerosol optical depth (AOD) observations
from the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET). Expanding on that, the trajectory model
will be cross-validated and enhanced through integration with atmospheric models or
deep-learning-based remote analysis. That is to say, a more comprehensive understanding
of the physical and statistical aspects is essential for analyzing aerosol transport. At the
same time, we can further evaluate the influences of aerosol emissions from the ocean
for aerosol long-distance transport. Daily aerosol profiles can be brought in the future to
precisely explore aerosol vertical structures along aerosol transport pathways and used
as an important data source for quantitative analysis to make up for missing details in
general aerosol transport patterns from monthly data. Moreover, the performance of the
proposed three-stage aerosol conceptual model deserves further validation regarding the
trans-Atlantic and trans-Arabian Sea pathways in future studies.
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